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Mike Nelson The Contemporary Art Gallery presents the first solo 
exhibition in Canada of work by the renowned British artist 
Mike Nelson. Comprising two significant new commissions, 
the exhibition includes an ambitious series of sculptures 
produced in partnership with The Power Plant in Toronto, and 
a new photographic work made in association with the Walter 
Phillips Gallery in Banff, its starting point family photographs 
taken between 1957 and 1972 by the distinguished Canadian 
anthropologist Dr. Wilson Duff. 

Nelson is best-known for his labyrinthine architectural 
installations that unfold as narrative structures, where the viewer 
moves through rooms like a reader turns pages in a novel. These 
immersive environments are often seemingly abandoned, devoid 
of figures, yet imagining the unseen occupants of these intricate 
spaces is central to the viewer’s experience. For I, IMPOSTOR, 
Nelson’s major work for the 54th Venice Biennale (2011), much of 
the elaborate space appeared vacated, with the exception of a 
small room where lines of drying black and white photographs 
hung from wires that crisscrossed the ceiling. These images 
documented a seventeenth century caravanserai, photographed 
within the very building that housed a previous installation by 
Nelson during the 2003 Istanbul Biennale. The darkrooms within 
the Venice piece were a reconstruction of those adapted ‘found’ 
spaces in the Eminönü district of Istanbul, the architecture 
within the British Pavilion a disjointed facsimile from memory 
and from the photographs of the caravanserai. Visualizing this 
ghostly photographer supposedly moving through the same 
space as the viewer, simultaneously suggested the architecture 
as narrative, but confused time and space; a shift of cities and 
decades shadowing personal and world histories. It presented a 
fractured and multi-layered narrative, a set of atmospheres that 
similarly inform Nelson’s discrete sculptural works.

While his cultural references are broad, touching on particular 
moments in science-fiction, literature and the Beat era, much 
of Nelson’s work can be linked through an archetypal figure of 
the lone wanderer. For the Contemporary Art Gallery, Nelson 
revisits ideas and forms first seen in The Amnesiacs, a serial 
project begun in 1996, which references a narrative involving 
an imaginary cast of characters — a group of ‘outsiders’ to 
the mainstream who uncannily resemble a disembodied late 
twentieth century biker gang, albeit without bikes. These 
quintessential outlaws of myth and literature, as depicted in the 
popular imagination of North America, are paralleled here with 
another favourite genre; that of the hunter or fur trader, exploring 
both groups’ economic underpinning of these romantic façades, 
and the resulting conflicts involved in the expansion of territory.

Born in Loughborough, UK in 1967, Mike Nelson 
lives and works in London. His solo exhibitions 
include: More things (To the memory of 
Honoré de Balzac), Matt’s Gallery, London; M6, 
Eastside Projects, Birmingham, UK (both 2013); 
space that saw (platform for a performance 
in two parts) neugerriemschneider, Berlin; 
408 tons of imperfect geometry, Malmö 
Konsthall, Malmö, Sweden (both 2012); I, 
IMPOSTOR, British Pavilion, 54th Biennale di 
Venezia (2011); Quiver of Arrows, 303 Gallery, 
New York (2010); The caves of misplaced 
geometry, Galleria Franco Noero, Turin (2009); 
A Psychic Vacuum, Creative Time, New York 
(2007); AMNESIAC SHRINE or Double coop 
displacement, Matt’s Gallery, London (2006); 
Triple Bluff Canyon, Modern Art Oxford (2004); 
Nothing is True. Everything is Permitted., 
ICA, London (2001); The Deliverance and The 
Patience, Peer Commission for the Venice 
Biennale (2001); The Coral Reef, Matt’s Gallery, 
London (2000). His group shows include: 
September 11, MoMA PS1, New York; Singapore 
Biennale (both 2011); Altermodern, Tate Britain 
(2009); Psycho Buildings, Hayward Gallery, 
London; Eclipse: Art in a Dark Age, Moderna 
Museet, Stockholm, Sweden; Reality Check, 
Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen, 
Denmark (all 2008); Turner Prize, Tate Liverpool 
(2007); Frieze Projects, Frieze Art Fair, London 
(2006); Turner Prize, Tate Britain, London (2001). 
He is represented by 303 Gallery, New York; 
Galleria Franco Noero, Turin; Matt’s Gallery, 
London; and neugerriemschneider, Berlin.

We acknowledge the generous support of  
Rick Erickson and Donna Partridge, Jane Irwin 
and Ross Hill, and Randy and Julia Heward.

Opposite 
Mike Nelson
Master of Reality (1997) (detail)
Mixed-media; site-specific installation
Gymnasium Gallery, Berwick-upon-Tweed,
Northumberland, UK 

Above and cover
Mike Nelson
The Amnesiacs (1997)
Mixed-media; site specific installation
Galleri Campbells Occasionally, Copenhagen

All works courtesy of the artist and  
303 Gallery, New York; Galleria Franco Noero,  
Turin; Matt’s Gallery, London;  
and neugerriemschneider, Berlin



In this new work it is as if a beachcomber has gathered material 
from the ocean, imagined by Nelson as a gigantic intelligent 
entity, much like that of Lem’s planet ‘Solaris’, sifting the debris 
as a means to uncover truths about contemporary culture and 
our place within it. The roving characters, The Amnesiacs, 
have come together as interpreters, deciphering the collected 
material by creating assemblages akin to some form of 
disjointed memory or flashback, that when brought together 
may effect communication or reveal hidden meaning, the 
potential for a new and unified system of understanding. Nelson 
originally developed these thoughts after the unexpected death 
of his friend and collaborator, Erlend Williamson. In 1996 he had 
fallen to his death whilst climbing in the Scottish Highlands, 
at the time that Nelson was working on his first incarnation of 
what would become The Amnesiacs. Williamson, an artist and 
mountaineer whose family ancestry was of Orcadian descent, 
will contribute again; this time parts of his own narrative, and the 
very materials that surrounded him — those that remain present 
in his absence — will be woven into the fabric of the work.
 
Each of the new works is derived from the Canadian landscape: 
one is quite literally built with flotsam and jetsam collected 
off local shores, while the other re-imagines it. The second 
new piece is a sequence of projected 35mm slides produced 
during recent road trips across British Columbia and into 
Alberta, images that appear out of time. Collectively they 
trace another movement across the landscape as well as 
capture momentary pauses, underlining human interventions 
to the land. Nelson’s interest in the photographic depiction 
of the Canadian landscape came through seeing a series of 
slides from Dr. Wilson Duff’s family trips across the province, 
presented at the Museum of Anthropology in Vancouver. As 
an anthropologist Duff was dedicated to understanding North 
West Coast cultures, even such private holidays were spent 
viewing aboriginal festivals or visiting the workshops of totem 
pole carvers. These images resonated with Nelson as much 
as the objects in the museum, as a language to be unraveled. 
They were of a time and place, but already displaced. In relation 
to this, Nelson has made a work that talks about the land itself 
and the artistic traditions inherent within it, especially those 
borne out of North America in the twentieth century and their 
re-translation as part of a British œuvre. Nelson unearths the 
possible re-reading of such activities as cultural imperialism 
within both strands of the movement — an accusation that could 
ultimately be reflected within the activities of the artist himself.

As part of our contribution to Capture, Vancouver’s first annual 
city-wide photography festival, we present a new installation by 
American artist Mungo Thomson. Central to Thomson’s artistic 
proposition is that of context — be it institutional, cultural or that 
of everyday life — and it is through the breadth of his individual 
works that we are prompted to grasp the many challenges to 
our perception in the things we encounter daily. For Thomson 
is interested in the space between things, the subtext or 
background that consistently draws our attention. He has made 
works which record notional ‘silence’ — the sound of a room 
when no one is in it, the applause between songs on every live 
recording by Bob Dylan — produced works in a range of media 
based on Time magazine, and made interventions into spaces 
which causing us to re-evaluate our expectations, such as Coat 
Check Chimes, his contribution to the 2008 Whitney Biennial 
Exhibition, where Thomson replaced the 1,200 coat hangers in 
the Whitney Museum’s coat check with custom-made, musically 
tuned coat hangers that were modeled on orchestral triangles.

When we look at the stars we are actually bathed in the light of 
the past, and for Thomson this is another way to think about the 
history while simultaneously considering the ‘contemporary’ — 
that which constitutes our present is a set of signals between 
which there are gaps. Negative Space is an ongoing series of 
photographic murals of inverted astronomical imagery sourced 
from the Hubble Space Telescope. Thomson works with the 
Hubble archive in an ongoing way, generating a negative image 
every time the Hubble generates a positive one. Through a 
simple command in Photoshop, blacks become whites, whites 
become blacks, and all other colors are transformed into their 
complement. These images are then made into site-specific 
photographic murals for empty walls and installed like wallpaper, 
indoors and out, temporary and permanent. The project also 
includes an artist book, an original font, and a screensaver.

Negative Space
October 1, 2013 to January 12, 2014
Off-site at Yaletown-Roundhouse 
Station, Canada Line

Mungo Thomson

Mungo Thomson lives and works in Los 
Angeles. Solo exhibitions and projects 
include SITE Santa Fe, Santa Fe; and The 
Times Museum, Guangzhou, China (2013); 
The Aspen Art Museum, Aspen (2012); The 
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2008); The 
Kadist Art Foundation, Paris, France (2007); 
Galeria d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea 
(GAMeC), Bergamo, Italy (2006), among 
others. His work has been included in selected 
group exhibitions The Pacific Standard Time 
Public Art and Performance Festival (2012); 
Untitled (12th Istanbul Biennial), Istanbul, 
Turkey (2011); Compilation IV, Kunsthalle 
Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany (2009); The 
2008 Whitney Biennial (2008); PERFORMA05: 
First Biennial of Visual Art Performance (2005). 
Thomson’s work is held in the collections 
of the Museum of Modern Art, New York; 
The Whitney Museum of American Art; the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; 
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, 
Washington, D.C.; and the Walker Art Center, 
Minneapolis, among others. Thomson is 
represented by Galerie Frank Elbaz, Paris.

The project at Yaletown-Roundhouse Station, 
Canada Line is presented in partnership 
with Capture and the Canada Line Public Art 
Program — IntransitBC.

This project heralds a more comprehensive 
exhibition of Thomson’s work to be presented 
at the Contemporary Art Gallery in 2014–2015 
produced in collaboration with SITE Santa Fe  
and accompanied by the first monograph to 
examine Thomson’s practice. Please see the 
website of the Contemporary Art Gallery for 
further details.

Above
Mungo Thomson
Negative Space (STScI-PRC2007-08) (2009)
Billboard
LAXART, Los Angeles, CA

Above
Mike Nelson
Master of Reality (1997) (detail)
Mixed-media; site-specific installation 
Gymnasium Gallery, Berwick-upon-Tweed,
Northumberland, UK

All works courtesy of the artist and  
303 Gallery, New York; Galleria Franco Noero,  
Turin; Matt’s Gallery, London;  
and neugerriemschneider, Berlin



Sky at Night
Continues until September 22, 2013
Off-site at Yaletown-Roundhouse 
Station, Canada Line

Presented in partnership with the 
Canada Line Public Art Program — 
IntransitBC.

Itee Pootoogook Continuing at Yaletown-Roundhouse Station is our presentation 
of a specially printed, large-scale version of a drawing of the 
landscape by Pootoogook, its physicality altering as light 
changes throughout the day, its imagery deliberately playing 
with and gaining meaning from the specificity of the site.

Itee Pootoogook
Sky at Night (2013)
Yaletown-Roundhouse Station, Canada Line
Photograph by Scott Massey

Kay Rosen
CUTOUT (2013)
Installation view: Contemporary Art Gallery
Photograph by Scott Massey

Continues until November 3, 2013
Window Spaces

Kay Rosen We continue with the two large-scale new commissions by 
Rosen across the front of the building and in the Richards Street 
window, CUTOUT and Duck in the Muck (aka Exxon Axxident). 
These form the first solo institutional exhibition of Rosen’s work 
in Canada.

Renowned for her text-based works, presented across a range 
of formats and scales, Rosen uses space and colour to assert 
the physical property of language and elaborate new meaning 
from familiar phrases, often with characteristic wry humour. 
For Rosen words are both subject and material; playing with 
their visual representations through meticulously considered 
typography, colour and layout, she employs puns, anagrams and 
vernacular phrases to create visual connections which examine 
the structures and mechanisms of language as well as our 
encounters with it. 



This year the Contemporary Art Gallery will again host an 
extraordinary evening at the Rosewood Hotel Georgia including 
an art auction featuring work by more than 40 Canadian and 
international artists, both emerging and established.

This spectacular night is an important fundraising event that 
directly supports the CAG in its crucial role, ongoing since 
1971, as the longest standing free public art gallery dedicated 
exclusively to presenting contemporary visual art in Vancouver.

Tickets are priced individually at $250 or $2250 for a table of  
ten and can be purchased online in the CAG shop at  
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca or by calling 604 681 2700.

For enquiries including absentee bidding please contact  
auction@contemporaryartgallery.ca.

To preview the works please visit www.cagauction.com

We continue to work with Raymond Boisjoly as our inaugural 
artist-in-residence at the Burrard Marina Field House, a studio 
and place for community engagement, offered in conjunction 
with the City of Vancouver Field House Studio Residency 
Program. Please see below for further details, and refer to our 
website and blog for upcoming activities and public events.

Continues until October 6, 2013
Off-site: Burrard Marina Field House, 
1655 Whyte Avenue
Studio Residency Program

Saturday November 2, 2013 
from 6.30pm
Rosewood Hotel Georgia

Raymond Boisjoly

25th Annual Gala  
and Art Auction 

The inaugural residency with Raymond 
Boisjoly is supported by the Province of British 
Columbia through the Ministry of Advanced 
Education, Innovation and Technology. The 
Field House Studio Residency Program is 
generously supported by the Vancouver Park 
Board and the City of Vancouver.



Krisztina Laszlo 
Thursday, October 17, 7pm
Krisztina Laszlo holds a cross-appointment at the University of 
British Columbia as the archivist for the Morris and Helen Belkin 
Art Gallery and the Museum of Anthropology. Her research 
interests include artist’s archives, curatorial and artistic 
interpretations of the archive, cultural property and preservation 
of media art. She received a Master of Archival Studies from 
the University of British Columbia and also holds a Certificate 
in Public History and a Bachelor of General Studies from 
Simon Fraser University. Laszlo will discuss a series of slides 
produced by archeologist and anthropologist Wilson Duff now 
held in the MOA collection referenced by Nelson in Title his new 
commission at the CAG. 

Jem Noble
Thursday, October 24, 7pm
Jem Noble’s practice encompasses digital image-making, 
sound, sculpture, performance and text and is concerned with 
questions of framing, indeterminacy and co-production. Among 
recent projects he has given a performance-lecture for the 
European Arts Research Network at dOCUMENTA (13); created 
image, text and audio work in conjunction with Bruce Nauman’s 
Days at the ICA, London; made structural edits of 1988 feature 
films Ghosts of the Civil Dead and They Live, screened at 
Arnolfini, Bristol, UK and The Engine Room, Wellington, New 
Zealand; and painstakingly recorded music from the internet in 
real-time over three months to DJ at Manifesta 7 in Trentino in 
collaboration with Swedish anti-copyright activists Piratbyrån. 
He has also undertaken several commissioned collaborations 
with Turner Prize 2012 winner, Elizabeth Price, producing 
sound and music for her large-scale video installations. Noble 
is founding member of the Blackout Arts expanded-cinema 
collective (2002–2010) and was co-director of Venn Festival of 
new and exploratory music and sound between 2004 and 2008.

Kathy Slade
Tuesday, October 29, 7pm  
Kathy Slade works with embroidery, sound, sculpture, books, 
film and video. Recent exhibitions include: It was a strange 
apartment full of books …, Galerie Au rue 8 saint bon, Paris; 
IS EVERYTHING GOING TO BE ALRIGHT?, Audain Gallery, 
Vancouver; Cue: Artists’ Video, Vancouver Art Gallery; and Die 
Perfekte Ausstellung, Heidelberger Kunstverein. Additionally 
Slade collaborates with Brady Cranfield on two ongoing projects 
The Music Appreciation Society, and a music group that has 
produced two concept albums 12 Sun Songs (2009, Or Gallery 
and Christoph Keller Editions, Zürich) and 10 Riot Songs (2011, 
Presentation House Gallery, North Vancouver). She will be 
responding to the work of Kay Rosen.

This series invites cultural and critical 
producers to present thoughts and 
ideas rooted in their own interests and 
practices, and invites audiences to join 
in the conversations that will explore 
relevant contemporary issues, theories, 
ideas and culture. 

Feedback series

All public events are free and suitable 
for a general audience. 

Unless otherwise stated all take place 
at the Contemporary Art Gallery.

For more information regarding  
public programs please visit  
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca/
learning

Public events Exhibition openings

Mike Nelson
Friday September 13, 7–10pm
Join us to celebrate the opening of our new exhibition.

Capture
Friday October 4, 7–10pm
Emily Carr University of Art + Design
Concourse Gallery, 1399 Johnston Street
Join us to celebrate the launch of this new photography festival 
for Vancouver, including projects and exhibitions by Mungo 
Thomson and James Welling at the Contemporary Art Gallery 
during October and November.

Nathan Crompton
Hosted by Field House artist-in-residence Raymond Boisjoly
Saturday, September 28, 4pm
Burrard Marina Field House, 1655 Whyte Avenue
Nathan Crompton co-editor of The Mainlander, will speak  
about the history of the land where Vanier Park and the  
Burrard Marina Field House are located, previously the  
Kitsilano Reserve. 2013 marks the 100 year anniversary of  
the displacement of the reserve.

Artist talks



Guided visits

Family Days 

Youth and children

Guided visits are open to the public, 
providing free opportunities to engage 
with exhibitions and develop new skills 
for interpreting contemporary art.

We also encourage visits from primary 
and secondary schools, ESL groups, 
university and college students and 
community groups.  

For more information or to book a 
guided visit for your group, contact 
learning@contemporaryartgallery.ca  
or telephone 604 681 2700. 

Saturday September 28, 
12.15pm & 2.15pm

Saturday October 26, 
12.15pm & 2.15pm 

This fall we are launching two youth 
focused programs.

For more information regarding  
family days or the programs for youth 
and children please contact:  
Shaun Dacey on 604 681 2700 or 
learning@contemporaryartgallery.ca

Jenifer Papararo
Saturday, September 21, 3pm
CAG Curator, Jenifer Papararo leads a tour of current exhibitions.

Avelina Crespo
Saturday, September 28, 3pm
In celebration of Culture Days photographer Avelina Crespo 
gives a tour of the current exhibitions in Spanish.

Jill Henderson
Sunday, September 29, 3pm
In celebration of Culture Days, CAG Communications 
Coordinator Jill Henderson tours the work on display and 
explores the history of the CAG. 

Nigel Prince
Saturday, October 5, 3pm
CAG Director Nigel Prince leads a tour of the current exhibitions.

Kay Slater
Saturday, October 19, 3pm
A guided visit of the exhibitions on display in French led by CAG 
volunteer Kay Slater.

Olivia Qiu
Saturday, October 26, 3pm
A tour of the exhibitions on display in Mandarin led by artist 
Olivia Qiu.

Shaun Dacey
Saturday, November 2, 3pm
CAG Curator of Learning and Public Programs Shaun Dacey will 
lead a tour of current exhibitions on the closing weekend. 

Through its mandate the CAG is concerned essentially with 
the encouragement of a greater appreciation of contemporary 
art. Our learning activity celebrates the importance of personal 
experience and we aim to create accessible environments 
that allow people of all ages to learn. Join us for free one hour 
art making workshops for all ages responding to our current 
exhibitions by Mike Nelson and Kay Rosen. 

ArtStarts in Schools/CAG School Visit Program 
This fall, the CAG launches an ongoing partnership with 
ArtStarts in Schools, a Vancouver-based, non-profit 
organization invested in providing innovative arts programs 
for young people, practical resources for teachers and artists, 
and leadership in advocacy for arts in education. CAG and 
ArtStarts will now offer full-day and half-day gallery visits with 
tours and art making activities for elementary, intermediate, and 
secondary level school groups.

Y-CAG
Launch Event: Wednesday, October 14, 5pm
Contemporary Art Gallery
Y-CAG offers youth interested in contemporary art, visual 
culture and exhibition-making the opportunity to work closely 
with leading artists, curators, gallery staff and educators. 
Co-hosted by the Contemporary Art Gallery and Emily Carr 
University of Art + Design, Y-CAG will offer a behind-the-scenes 
look into both institutions, through gallery and facility visits. 
Students will engage in discussions focusing on contemporary 
cultural issues; participate in the production of publications, 
events and presentations; and gain experience producing, 
installing and documenting artwork. Work produced in the 
program will culminate in a student-initiated ‘exhibition in print’.

The program is delivered two Wednesdays each month from 
November, 2013 to May, 2014; cost: $350 per participant.

Above
Youth participate in an activity at ArtStarts in 
Schools. Courtesy of ArtStarts.



Contemporary Art Gallery
555 Nelson Street, Vancouver
British Columbia, Canada V6B 6R5

Tel. 00 1 604 681 2700
contact@contemporaryartgallery.ca
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca

Open Tuesday to Sunday 12–6pm
Free admission

To make an appointment to use the  
Abraham Rogatnick Resource Library please 
email library@contemporaryartgallery.ca

The Contemporary Art Gallery is generously 
supported by the Canada Council for the Arts, 
the City of Vancouver and the Province of 
BC through the BC Arts Council and the BC 
Gaming Policy and Enforcement Branch. We 
are also grateful for the support of Vancouver 
Foundation and our members, donors, and 
volunteers.

We acknowledge the generous multi-year 
support from BMO Financial Group.

Education and Outreach founding 
sponsor Connor, Clark & Lunn Investment 
Management Ltd.

Opening reception sponsor: Kronenbourg 1664.

© 2013 Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver. 
All rights reserved. No part of this publication 
may be reproduced without the written 
permission of the artists or publisher.

ISBN: 978-1-897302-64-4

Field House Studio 
at Burrard Marina

The Field House Studio is an off-site artist residency space 
and community hub organized by the Contemporary Art 
Gallery. This initiative seeks to support and nurture artists 
whose practice moves beyond conventional exhibition making, 
echoing the founding origins of the gallery where artists were 
offered support toward the production of new work. Our goal in 
presenting art outside of the boundaries of our exhibition spaces 
is to reach out to communities, offering new ways for individuals 
to encounter and connect with art and artists, expanding 
audiences as well as strengthening our commitment to 
nurturing artists through example, context and commissioning.  

Running parallel to the residency program are an ongoing series 
of public events for all ages. 

Culture Days at the Field House Studio
Nathan Crompton
Hosted by Field House artist-in-residence Raymond Boisjoly
Saturday, September 28, 4pm
Nathan Crompton co-editor of The Mainlander, will speak  
about the history of the land where Vanier Park and the  
Burrard Marina Field House are located, previously the  
Kitsilano Reserve. 2013 marks the 100 year anniversary of  
the displacement of the reserve.

1655 Whyte Avenue 

For more information about  
Field House Studio events please visit 
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca/events 

For more information about public 
programs at the CAG please visit 
www.contemporaryartgallery.ca/
learning

Right
Participants make marine mobiles at the 
Burrard Marina Field House Family Day, 
Saturday July 27.



www.contemporaryartgallery.ca

CAG elsewhere Shimabuku
Something that Floats / Something that Sinks
22 July to 15 September, 2013
Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, UK
This first major survey of work by Japanese artist Shimabuku 
includes installation, video, drawings and performance. As an 
artist Shimabuku holds a fascination with the natural world and the 
countless manifestations of human culture within it. The exhibition 
will be shown at the Contemporary Art Gallery in 2014–2015 and 
is developed in collaboration with Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, UK; 
Kunsthalle Bern, Switzerland and Plug In ICA, Winnipeg.

Ryan Gander
Make every show like it’s your last
September 19 to November 17, 2013
Le Plateau, Frac Île de France, Paris, France
This exhibition marks the beginning of an ambitious new 
project with British artist Ryan Gander. Comprising a shifting 
selection of new works centred on Gander’s ongoing conceptual 
investigations and playful cultural cross references, the exhibition 
will develop and unfold over time until 2015. Organized by the 
Contemporary Art Gallery and produced in collaboration with Le 
Plateau, Frac Île de France, Paris; Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Derry~Londonderry, Northern Ireland; Manchester Art Gallery, 
UK; Aspen Art Museum, Aspen, Colorado.


